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Comparative study on optimizing the 1 
wind farm layout using different design 2 
methods and cost models 3 
Longyan Wang, Andy C.C. Tan*, Yuantong Gu 4 
School of Chemistry, Physics and Mechanical Engineering, Queensland University of Technology, Brisbane 5 
4001, Australia 6 
Abstract: Optimizing wind farm layout is an effective tool to decrease wind power losses 7 
caused by the wake interaction between wind turbines. Current researches focus on 8 
advancing the optimization algorithms and improving the wind farm models based on two 9 
design methods (the grid based method and the unrestricted coordinate method). However, it 10 
has been rarely reported for the comparative studies of these two methods. Meanwhile, the 11 
topic of how to select a better wind farm cost models for the layout optimization study has 12 
not been studied in literatures, while it is extremely important to the real wind farm design 13 
since the real wind farm cost can be highly uncertain and cannot be represented by a fixed 14 
model for different wind farms. In this paper, wind farm layout optimizations using the two 15 
design methods are conducted. Three different grid situations are considered so that the best 16 
optimization results with the grid based method can be obtained to compare with the 17 
unrestricted coordinate method more convincingly. Two widely acceptable cost models 18 
(Mosetti's model and Chen's model) are employed to unveil their influence on the 19 
optimization results. It has been found that (i) 20 × 20 grids should be preferred for the grid 20 
based method instead of the previously widely applied 10 × 10 grids; (ii) there are small 21 
improvements for the optimization results using the unrestricted coordinate method compared 22 
with using the grid based method. Nevertheless, more computation cost is needed for the 23 
method when a large number of turbines are optimized; (iii) there is a big discrepancy 24 
between the optimization with different cost models. Mosetti's cost model is more accurate 25 
than Chen's cost model when the optimized number of turbines is large and vise versa. 26 
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1. Introduction 29 
It has been reported that the share of electricity generation through renewable energy 30 
sources is vastly increasing in comparison to the conventional fossil fuels such as coals, oils 31 
and natural gases nowadays. Among the different types of renewable energy sources, wind 32 
energy has exhibited the fastest growing trend due to its abundance all across the world and 33 
cost-competitive property, compared to other sources such as solar power, tidal power and 34 
nuclear power. Due to the limited energy production of an individual wind turbine, wind 35 
power generation usually comes in the form of wind farm, in which numerous wind turbines 36 
are installed in a large scale to make the most of the wind power at site. However, clustered 37 
wind turbines bring about the problem of wind intervention (also known as wake effect) from 38 
upstream turbines to the downstream turbines, decreasing the power output of downstream 39 
turbines. Because of this, reduced wind energy production will greatly affect the profitability 40 
of a wind farm project and could even lead to the failure of the project.  41 
Researches show that wake intervention can be weakened with increased wind power 42 
output through optimal design of wind farm layout. Mosetti [1] first studied the wind farm 43 
layout optimization problem on a square wind farm of 10 km length. In the study, the wind 44 
farm is divided into 10 × 10 even square grids and all wind turbines can only be placed at the 45 
center of the small grids. Binary numbers are utilized to represent if there is the wind turbine 46 
in a particular cell or not (“1” indicates yes and “0” indicates no). After the study, a large 47 
number of papers have been published with the same wind farm design method (named the 48 
grid based method) by employing more advanced optimization algorithms or models [2-4]. 49 
Apart from the wind farm design method, the other method that has been widely applied to 50 
the wind farm optimization study is named unrestricted coordinate method, for which the 51 
Cartesian coordinates of wind turbines are used to represent the wind turbine positions. Beyer 52 
[5] first applied the method to the wind farm layout optimization study. In the study, the 53 
optimized wind farm layouts are compared with the empirical layouts. All tested wind farms 54 
have shown evident improvement of performance on the profitability of the project and wind 55 
farm efficiency. Likewise, other researchers have also focused on advancing the optimization 56 
algorithms and improving the wind farm models with the method as can be seen in references 57 
[6-8]. However, whatever topic these papers are targeting, they all share some same features, 58 
i.e., (i) constant grid density (indicating how many grids a wind farm is divided by) is applied 59 
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for the study with the grid based method; (ii) only one of the two wind farm design methods, 60 
that is either the grid based method or the unrestricted coordinate method, is applied; and (iii) 61 
only fixed wind farm cost model is applied to determine the optimal number of turbines and 62 
the wind farm layout. Detailed explanation of the research gaps are shown below. 63 
For the grid based method, the selection of grid densities is crucial to the wind farm 64 
optimization since it determine the number of potential locations to place wind turbines. The 65 
denser grids wind farm is divided by, the more locations are available for placing wind 66 
turbines. Therefore, better optimization results can be anticipated in this case. However, a 67 
large number of grids lead to the large computational time and increase the optimization 68 
costs. It can be imagined that when the grids are extremely dense, the optimization process 69 
will proceed too slowly with enormous solution spaces, which will conversely influence the 70 
optimization process to find the optimal solutions. Therefore, it is necessary to balance the 71 
computation costs and the optimization results when selecting the appropriate grid density for 72 
the optimization study. For the unrestricted coordinate method, it is considered to be more 73 
superior to the grid based method as reported in literatures [9, 10], because the wind turbines 74 
can be freely placed at any places of wind farm. However, from the authors’ standpoint, two 75 
aspects are neglected when the conclusion is drawn. One is that the comparison are made 76 
based on the optimization using the unrestricted coordinated method and the grid based 77 
method with the coarse grid density (10 × 10 grids), while no results with finer grids are 78 
compared. The other is that only the optimization results are compared which is far from 79 
comprehensive to judge the effectiveness of different design methods more rationally. The 80 
optimization efficiency of the methods needs to be studied as well. For the wind farm cost 81 
represented by the approximated expressions, current researchers have only applied single 82 
fixed cost model and they may have large uncertainties or deviations from the realistic wind 83 
farm data [11, 12]. For this reason, the comparative study of wind farm optimization 84 
employing different cost models is of great importance to shed light on how sensitive the 85 
optimization results are to the selection of the wind farm cost models.  86 
The aim of this paper is to fix the aforementioned research gaps accordingly, and the 87 
questions to be answered are listed:  88 
1) For the widely applied grid based method, which grid density is the best choice 89 
considering both optimization results and optimization efficiency? 90 
2) Compared to grid based method, what are the pros and cons of unrestricted coordinate 91 
method applied for wind farm layout optimization? 92 
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3) What are the effects of selection of wind farm cost models on wind farm layout 93 
optimization results? 94 
Three different grid densities are studied by comparing the optimization results and 95 
the computational time. The grid based method and the unrestricted coordinate method are 96 
compared with respect to the optimal wind farm layout, optimal number of turbines and wind 97 
farm efficiency. And they are all studied on the basis of two wind farm cost models that are 98 
introduced in Section 2.4. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 99 
presents different kind of models applied in the wind farm layout optimization, including the 100 
wind condition model, wake model, wind turbine model and wind farm cost models. Section 101 
3 gives the methodology on how the wind farm powers are calculated by considering the 102 
wake effect between wind turbines and the calculation of the objective function, cost of 103 
energy. The results and discussion are introduced in Section 4. Section 5 draws the 104 
conclusion of the study. 105 
2. Wind Farm Modeling 106 
2.1 The wind condition model 107 
The statistical features of wind scenario are typically described by two factors: the 108 
wind speed and the wind direction. When conducting wind farm layout optimization, mainly 109 
three different wind conditions are studied, namely, (a) constant wind speed with constant 110 
wind direction, (b) constant wind speed with various wind directions, and (c) various wind 111 
speeds with various wind directions, which are all regarded as the discrete wind condition. 112 
More realistic wind descriptions are based on measured wind data and hence both 113 
wind speed and wind direction should be continuous. It is widely accepted that the wind 114 
scenarios of most areas of the world can be represented by Weibull distribution, and it is 115 
given by [13]: 116 
 
1
( ) exp
k kk v v
p v
c c c
−
= −
    
    
    
 (1) 117 
where p(v) is the probability (frequency) density of occurrence for wind speed v, c is the scale 118 
parameter and k is the shape parameter. The cumulative Weibull distribution, P(v), describing 119 
the probability of wind speed less than or equal to a certain value v, is given by 120 
 ( ) 1 exp
k
v
P v
c
= − −
  
  
  
 (2) 121 
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2.2 The wake model 122 
A simplified wake model is 123 
passing through wind turbines quantitatively124 
to study a small number of aligned wind turbine wake properties125 
the wind farm layout optimization [15126 
127 
Fig. 1 Diagram of PARK wake model [16] 128 
The PARK model assumes a129 
momentum conservation, the velocity in the wake 130 
of x towards the wind direction can be 131 
 
x
v v a132 
where r0 is downstream rotor radius and 133 
wind speed decreasing from free stream 134 
calculated as (R is rotor radius): 135 
 136 
in Eq (3), α is the wake spreading coefficient137 
roughness length (z0) and the wind turbine138 
 139 
utilized in this paper to depict the property of wind 
. N.O. Jensen [14] proposed the wake model first
, and it is then tuned to study 
], which is known as PARK model.  
 
 linear expansion of the wake. Based on the theory of 
of an upstream wind turbine at a distance 
given by: 
2
0
0
0
1 2
r
r xα
= −
+
  
  
   
 
a is axial induction factor denoting the percentage of 
air to the air at the rotor place, and they are
0
0
0
1
1 2
a
r R
a
v u
a
v
−
=
−
−
=
 
 which is associated with the relative surface 
 hub height (h) by the empirical equation [17
0
0.5
ln( )h
z
α =
 
 
(3) 
 
(4) 
]: 
(5) 
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For a single wake between two wind turbines, the velocity deficit denoting the 140 
percentage of wind speed reduction from free stream air to the air in the wake is given by:  141 
 
2
overlap0
0 rotor
_ 2
Ar
Vel def a
r x Aα
=
+
 
 
 
  (6) 142 
where Aoverlap is the overlap area between the upstream wind turbine wake and the 143 
downstream wind turbine rotor. For or no wake pattern, it is equal to zero; for the full wake 144 
pattern, it is equal to rotor area Arotor; and for partial wake pattern, it can be calculated through 145 
arithmetical operations according to the relationship between wind turbine positions as 146 
discussed in Section 3.2. 147 
For a wind turbine i affected by multiple wakes of up to N wind turbines, the velocity 148 
deficit is given by: 149 
 
22
0
1 0
_ 2
iN
overlap
i i
i rotor i
A r
Vel def a
A r xα
=
=
+
  
     
∑  (7) 150 
And the approaching wind velocity for the downstream wind turbine can be 151 
represented as: 152 
 0 (1 _ )iiv v Vel def= −  (8) 153 
2.3 The wind turbine model 154 
For the wind turbine studied in this paper, the identical wind turbine model as 155 
discussed in references [1, 18] is applied with the same power output characteristic as a 156 
function of wind speed. The power output Pi for WT i in kW is given by: 157 
 
3
0 if 2.3 m/s or 18 m/s
0.3 if 2.3 m/s 12.8 m/s
630 if 12.8 m/s 18 m/s
i i i
i i i
i i
P v v
P v v
P v
= < >
= < <
= < <





 (9) 158 
The power curve of the wind turbine is plotted in Fig. 2. Cut-in wind speed, rated 159 
wind speed and cut-out wind speeds are 2.3 m/s, 12.8 m/s and 18 m/s, respectively. As can be 160 
seen, the wind power output is zero when wind velocity is less than the cut-in speed or more 161 
than the cut-out speed. It is proportional to the cubic of wind speed between cut-in and rated 162 
speed. And it maintains at constant rated power value between rated speed and cut-out speed. 163 
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164 
Fig. 2 Wind turbine power curve 165 
2.4 The wind farm cost models  166 
For the representation of wind farm cost167 
studies applied the simplified model 168 
 cost N e169 
for which the value is dimensionless and 170 
can be seen, the cost is related to the number of 171 
the calculation of single wind turbine172 
1/3. The part of constant cost is fixed 173 
number is large enough (approximately 50). However, to the author174 
though the model has been widely employed in the literatures, it is not validated by the 175 
of real wind farm and there may be a big176 
farms.  177 
Chen [19] concluded an expression for the178 
(Jobs and Economic Development Impact) 179 
built in Texas, USA. In JEDI model, a lar180 
lease, job market cost, labour cost [20181 
turbine and number of turbines installed in a wind farm, the cost of 182 
and it is given by [21]: 183 
 
0.1539 0.001 2 0.2504cost P N P N= − × − × + × × +184 
the unit of the value is million dollars. 185 
installed. According to this simplified model, the 186 
investment and it is associated with the number of 187 
 
, most of the wind farm layout optimization 
proposed by the Mosetti et al. [1] which is given by
20.001742 1( )
3 3
N−
= × +  
normalized to the cost of single wind turbine. As 
turbines, N, and it consists of two portions
: constant cost which is 2/3 and variable cost which is 
while the variable cost can be saved as long as the 
s’ best knowledge, even 
 discrepancy between different real industrial wind 
 wind farm cost which is based on JEDI 
model by incorporating the data of all wind farms 
ge variety of real factors including the cost of land 
] are considered. By entering the rated power of wind 
the wind farm is obtained 
r r  
Pr is the rated power and N is the number of turbines
wind farm cost is represented by the actual 
turbines as well as the nominal powe
: 
(10) 
 for 
data 
(11) 
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To demonstrate the difference of these two cost models, i.e., Eqs (10) and (11), 188 
quantitatively, the relationship between normalized wind farm cost and number of turbines is 189 
plotted in Fig. 3. The cost of Chen's model is normalized to the single wind turbine in the 190 
same manner of processing Mosetti’s model to facilitate the comparison between them 191 
visibly. 192 
 193 
Fig. 3 Normalized cost of wind farm based on the two different cost models: Chen’s model and Mosetti’s model which 194 
consists of the variable cost as well as the fixed cost 195 
3. Methodology 196 
3.1 Wake pattern determination 197 
Before calculating the wind farm power output, the wake pattern between wind 198 
turbines should be determined to obtain the individual wind turbine velocity deficit. The 199 
previously applied means to determine the wake patterns mainly consists of three steps: (i) 200 
transforming the old Cartesian coordinate system into new one such that the positive x-201 
direction is aligned with the wind direction, (ii) ranking the wind turbines in the increased 202 
order of x-axial coordinates and (iii) judging the patterns based on the distances [22, 23]. To 203 
simply the procedures, an easier means is proposed in this paper which is free of coordinate 204 
system transform and wind turbine sorting. It is accomplished through vector operation of dot 205 
product and cross product as below: 206 
 
distance_dot = ∆ cos ∆ sin
distance_cross ∆ sin ∆ cos
x y
x y
θ θ
θ θ
+
= −



 (12) 207 
where ∆x and ∆y are the x-axial and y-axial difference between two wind turbines in the fixed 208 
coordinate system respectively, θ is the wind direction. The wake patterns of any two wind 209 
turbines can be determined based on the following statements: 210 
for partial wake, it satisfies          211 
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distance_dot > 0 and (distance_cross)
w t t wR R abs R R− < < +  (13) 212 
for full wake, it satisfies               213 
 
distance_dot > 0 and (distance_cross)
w tabs R R<= −  (14) 214 
otherwise, it means no wake interference between wind turbines and abs() returns the 215 
absolute value of expression in the bracket. 216 
3.2 Overlap area calculation 217 
For the calculation of wind speed deficit under partial wake interference, one of the 218 
crucial variables that need to determine is the overlap area which is depicted in Fig. 4 as the 219 
shaded area. Based on the mathematical theorem of cosine laws, the area can be represented 220 
by: 221 
 
2 2sin(2 ) sin(2 )( ) ( )
2 2
w t
overlap w w t tA R R
θ θθ θ= − + −  (15) 222 
where θw and θt can be given as follows according to the cosine law: 223 
 
1 2 2 2
1 2 2 2
cos ( )
2
cos ( )
2
w t
w
t w
t
w
t
R d R
R d
R d R
R d
θ
θ
−
−
−
=
+ −
=
+





 (16) 224 
 225 
Fig. 4 Schematic of overlap area between the upstream wind turbine wake and a downstream rotor (the left and right 226 
dashed circles indicate the critical conditions of full wake and no wake conditions respectively) 227 
3.3 Wind farm power and cost of energy calculation 228 
For the discrete wind condition, based on the individual wind turbine power model 229 
PWT and the approaching wind velocity for each wind turbine, i-th wind turbine power Pi can 230 
d
Rw
R
t
w t
A
B
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be obtained. The total power output Ptot with NWT number of wind turbines and finite number 231 
of wind directions Nd can be calculated as: 232 
 
d WT
tot
1 1 j-th direction
N N
j
j i
iP p P
= =
=
 
 
 
∑ ∑   (17) 233 
where pj is the probability of occurrence of j-th wind direction. 234 
For the continuous wind behaviour of Weibull distribution, extra measures need to be 235 
taken to discretise the continuous domain of wind speed and wind direction. The detailed 236 
discretization process can refer to reference [24]. The single wind turbine power output under 237 
Weibull distribution in this paper is given by: 238 
 
1 1 24
1 3rated
rated 1
1 1 1
1
1
2
exp 0.3( )( 1) ( ) 2
2 2
exp exp
( 1) ( ) ( 1) ( )
v
kN N
j j
i l
l j li i
k k
j j
l
i i i i
v vv
P P
c l c l
v v
c l c l c l c l
θ
ω
ω
+ +
−
−
= = =
−
−
+
= − +
− +
− − −
− + − +
    
        
          
                    
∑ ∑ ∑
 (18) 239 
where Nθ is the number of bins for the wind direction discretization, Nv is the number of bins 240 
for the wind speed discretization and ωl-1 is the frequency of occurrence for the wind 241 
direction in the interval of [Nl-1, Nl]. And the Weibull distribution considered in this paper is 242 
on the basis of wind scenario 1 in reference [24] with changes to the scale parameter c. The 243 
detailed description of the wind characteristics is shown in Table 1.  244 
Table 1 Wind characteristic of Weibull distribution 245 
l-1 θl-1 θl k c ωl-1 l-1 θl-1 θl k c ωl-1 
0 0 15 2 9 0 12 180 195 2 9 0.01 
1 15 30 2 9 0.01 13 195 210 2 9 0.01 
2 30 45 2 9 0.01 14 210 225 2 9 0.01 
3 45 60 2 9 0.01 15 225 240 2 9 0.01 
4 60 75 2 9 0.01 16 240 255 2 9 0.01 
5 75 90 2 9 0.2 17 255 270 2 9 0.01 
6 90 105 2 9 0.6 18 270 285 2 9 0.01 
7 105 120 2 9 0.01 19 285 300 2 9 0.01 
8 120 135 2 9 0.01 20 300 315 2 9 0.01 
9 135 150 2 9 0.01 21 315 330 2 9 0.01 
10 150 165 2 9 0.01 22 330 345 2 9 0.01 
11 165 180 2 9 0.01 23 345 360 2 9 0.01 
and the wind farm power output is calculated as the accumulation of all wind turbine power 246 
output: 247 
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WT
tot
1
N
i
i
P P
=
= ∑   (19) 248 
Based on the calculation of wind farm power output and the wind farm cost models, 249 
the Cost of Energy (CoE), which is the objective function for the wind farm optimization 250 
study in this paper, can be represented by: 251 
 totCoE /cost P=   (20) 252 
where cost is the wind farm cost given in section 2.4 and Ptot is the wind farm power output 253 
calculated above. 254 
4. Results and Analysis 255 
4.1 Optimization results with different grid methods (Mosetti’s model) 256 
The optimization results with the grid based method, characterized by three different 257 
grid densities including 10 × 10, 20 × 20 and 50 × 50, are presented in this section, and 258 
Mosetti’s cost model is employed. For all studies, three wind conditions are considered, i.e., 259 
constant wind directions 0° and 45° with 12 m/s wind speed and Weibull distribution. 260 
Fig. 5 shows the variation of fitness (objective function values) as a function of the 261 
optimization generations. As can be seen, the amplitude of fitness changes for the coarsest 262 
grids of 10 × 10 is smallest (approx. 0.2 × 10-3) from the beginning to the end of the 263 
optimization process. For all wind conditions of the grid density, the fitness curves become 264 
flat when the generations exceed 103, which imply that optimizing the wind farm layout with 265 
more generations has little influence on the improvement of the results for the grid density. 266 
As the grids become denser, the differences of the fitness values are more and more 267 
prominent which can be observed in the scales of Y axes. The amplitude of fitness variation 268 
for 50 × 50 grids is the biggest which is totally understandable since finer grids indicate more 269 
potential positions are available to install wind turbines, and as a result bigger fitness 270 
variations are anticipated.  271 
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272 
Fig. 5 Fitness variation during the process of wind farm optimization with different grid densities273 
(b) 20 × 20 grids and (c) 50 × 50 grids 274 
After introducing the history of the optimization process with different grid methods, 275 
the optimization fitness results for different wind conditions276 
same grid density condition, it is evident that 277 
value while the values of 45° wind condition 278 
which indicates the economic profit is better279 
densities, it is found that when the grid density is densified from 280 
fitness results show a large improvement of approximately 9.8%, 3.5% and 1.2% for the three 281 
different wind conditions, respectively. 282 
wind condition and even degraded 283 
denser. Thereby, it is extremely necessary to refine the grids from previously popular 284 
to at least 20 × 20. But the effectiveness of densifying grids285 
optimized wind conditions when the 286 
Table 2 Fitness value results (× 10-3) based on the287 
      Wind conditions 
 
Grid densities 
0 degree 45 degree
10 × 10 1.545 
20 × 20 1.393 
50 × 50 1.394 
It is absolutely insufficient to judge288 
by comparing their fitness results. Therefore,289 
the number of objective functions evaluated are plotted 290 
of grid densities on wind farm optimization in a more systematic manner291 
it only takes several hours to evolve 10292 
: (a) 10 × 10 grids, 
 are recorded in Table 2. 
the Weibull distribution has the biggest fitness 
are slightly lower than those of 0° condition 
. For the same wind condition with different grid 
10 × 10 to 20 × 20
Nevertheless, it has almost constant fitness for 45° 
results for 0 degree wind condition when the grids are 
 varies and depends
grids are further refined. 
 wind farm optimization with different grid densities 
 
Weibull 
distribution 
1.412 3.468 
1.362 3.425 
1.362 3.415 
 the efficiency of different grids methods 
 the data of computational time consumed and 
in Fig. 6 to investigate the influence 
. It can be found that 
5
 generations for 10 × 10 grids. It takes around 35 
 
For the 
, the 
10 × 10 
 on the 
simply 
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hours when the grids are refined to 293 
grids are refined further, however, the 294 
days with single run. For the number of fitness evaluation, as can be expected it295 
linearly with the generations with fixed population numbers 296 
297 
Fig. 6 Computational costs of the wind farm optimization 298 
time consumption and (b) number of individuals evaluated 299 
Finally, detailed optimization 300 
farm efficiency are shown in Table 3301 
to the trend of fitness variations, there is a big leap for the number 302 
efficiency from 10 × 10 to 20 × 20, especially under 0 degree wi303 
are densified up to 50 × 50, the variations are much smaller compared with the 304 
To be specific, the number of turbines305 
while it is constant under Weibull distribution. 306 
farm efficiency is dependent on the specific wind 307 
Weibull distribution, or reduce under constant wind directions308 
Table 3 Results of number of turbines and wind farm efficiency309 
grid densities 310 
Grid densities 
0 degree  
Number Efficiency
10 × 10 30 91.9%
20 × 20 42 94.4%
50 × 50 43 94.1%
4.2 Optimization results with different grid methods 311 
After the introduction of optimization results 312 
optimizations with Chen's cost model are 313 
change of the cost models has little impact314 
20 × 20, which is still reasonably acceptable. When the 
computational time increases up to more than three 
 increases 
of the optimization. 
 
under Weibull distribution with different grid densities: (a) 
 
results on the optimal number of turbines and the wind 
 for different grid methods and wind conditions. 
of turbines and wind fa
nd condition. When the grid
above 
 increases by 1 or 2 under constant wind directions 
When the grids are finer, the variation of
conditions. It could slightly increase under
. 
 based on the wind farm optimization with different 
 45 degree   Weibull distribution
  Number Efficiency  Number Efficiency
  40 93.9%  42 
  42 96.6%  43 91.9%
  44 96%  43 92.1%
(Chen’s model) 
with Mosetti's cost model, the 
carried out and discussed in this section. S
 on the history of wind farm optimization process 
Similar 
rm 
s 
change. 
 wind 
 
 
 
91% 
 
 
same 
ince the 
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and the consuming time, only the optimization results of fitness values, optimal number of 315 
turbines and wind farm efficiency are presented.  316 
First, the fitness value results with different grid methods are tabulated as shown in 317 
Table 4. Compared with the trend of the previous fitness variation for different grid densities, 318 
current cost model has a relatively smaller improvement when the grids are refined from 10 × 319 
10 to 20 × 20, that is, roughly 0.57%, 0.17% and 0.095% respectively for the three wind 320 
conditions. When the grids become finer, the same trend occurs similar to the previous 321 
optimization results. The fitness values are basically constant under constant wind conditions, 322 
but it gets worse under Weibull distribution. Next, the results of optimal number of turbine 323 
and wind farm efficiency are shown in Table 5. Compared with the previous optimization, the 324 
most significant feature of the current optimization is that the optimal number of turbines is 325 
much smaller and the wind farm efficiency is higher with 100% under constant wind 326 
conditions. There is a big leap for the optimal number of turbines from 10 × 10 grids to 20 × 327 
20 grids and it is almost unchanged when it is further refined to 50 × 50. For Weibull 328 
distribution the number of turbines is basically unchanged in all grid densities, while the wind 329 
farm efficiency is slightly smaller than 100% due to the fact that the wind direction comes 330 
from all 360 degrees and there has to be some wind turbines which are affected by the others 331 
in certain direction. 332 
Table 4 Fitness value results (× 10-3) under different wind conditions with Chen’s cost model   333 
      Wind conditions 
 
Grid densities 
0 degree 45 degree 
Weibull 
distribution 
10 × 10 1.74 1.731 4.199 
20 × 20 1.73 1.728 4.195 
50 × 50 1.73 1.728 4.198 
Table 5 Results of number of turbines and wind farm efficiency under different wind conditions with Chen’s cost 334 
model 335 
Grid densities 
0 degree   45 degree   Weibull distribution 
Number Efficiency  Number Efficiency  Number Efficiency 
10 × 10 10 100%  19 100%  9 99.6% 
20 × 20 20 100%  25 100%  9 99.6% 
50 × 50 19 100%  26 100%  10 99.4% 
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4.3 Comparison of optimization with different grid methods and cost models 336 
Based on the above discussions, the wind farm optimization results obtained by 337 
Mosetti's and Chen's cost models, respectively, are further discussed in this section.  338 
It is found that a finer grids density does not necessarily mean that better results can 339 
be obtained in the optimization. According to the results of the three different grid methods 340 
employed, 20 × 20 grids is proven to be the most suitable grid density since it has a large 341 
improvement compared with the 10 × 10 grids, and the results basically remain unchanged 342 
when the grids are finer. The magnitude of the improvement is found to be dependent on the 343 
wind scenarios, which is relatively bigger for constant wind conditions and is much smaller 344 
for Weibull distribution. 345 
On the basis of the optimization results with the two cost models, it can be concluded 346 
that the selection of the model has a big impact on the optimization results in terms of fitness, 347 
optimal number of turbines and wind farm efficiency. The fitness values with Chen's model 348 
are much bigger than those with Mosetti's model, while the trends of fitness variations are 349 
similar. Different cost models also result in big discrepancy of optimal number of turbines. 350 
The optimal number of turbines with Chen's model is much smaller than that with Mosetti's 351 
model. Therefore, it is concluded that Chen’s model is better to accurately describe the wind 352 
farm cost when the actual number of turbines is small, and vice versa. 353 
Optimal wind farm layouts based on the optimization using these two cost models are 354 
shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. By observing the result under 0° wind direction, it is obvious that 355 
the layouts with Mosetti’s cost model are similar for the optimization of 20 × 20 and 50 × 50 356 
grids, while the turbines are aligned on column 1, column 6 and column 10 for 10 × 10 grid 357 
optimization method. Meanwhile, the layouts of Chen’s model are totally different from the 358 
Mosetti’s under 0° wind direction. It should be noted that the optimal layouts with 10 × 10 359 
grids are not exclusive for the model, which simply requires that there is single wind turbine 360 
in all rows and the turbine location in the column is arbitrary. For Weibull distribution, it is 361 
found that the optimal layouts of Mosetti’s cost model are similar for all grid methods 362 
because the optimal numbers of turbines is close to each other. However, the optimal layouts 363 
of Chen’s model are extremely different for different grid methods with much smaller 364 
number of turbines compared with Mosetti’s model. 365 
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366 
Fig. 7 Comparison of the optimal wind farm layout under 0367 
Chen’s cost model (right) for different grid densities: (a)368 
369 
Fig. 8 Comparison of the optimal wind farm layouts under Weibull distribution with Mosetti’s 370 
Chen’s cost model (right) for different grid densities: (a)371 
 
° wind condition with Mosetti’s cost model (left) and 
 10 × 10 grids, (b) 20 × 20 grids and (c) 50 × 50 grids
 
cost model (left) and 
 10 × 10 grids, (b) 20 × 20 grids and (c) 50 × 50 grids
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4.4 Optimization results with unrestricted coordinate method (both models) 372 
After the discussion on wind farm optimization results with grid based method, the 373 
results with unrestricted coordinate method is presented in this section. The same three wind 374 
conditions and the two cost models are considered. 375 
Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 show the wind farm optimization results of fitness values and wind 376 
farm efficiency as a function of the number of turbines for constant wind conditions and 377 
Weibull distribution, respectively. Before discussing the results, the selection of the number 378 
interval along the X axis is explained. The midpoint of the interval is chosen according to the 379 
best number of turbines results with 20 × 20 grid based method. In order to find the 380 
optimization results near to the optimal number, it is extended 5 numbers towards both 381 
positive and negative directions with total 11 tested points so that the near-optimal number of 382 
turbine optimization are conducted with unrestricted coordinate method. Under constant wind 383 
conditions with Chen’s model, the fitness values decrease linearly at the beginning until 384 
reaching the minimum fitness value as the number increases, and then it begins to increase 385 
when the number increases further. In the meantime, it is interesting to note that there are 386 
some points of fitness for the two constant wind directions that are overlapped with Chen’s 387 
model, indicating different wind directions can share the same optimization results when the 388 
number of turbines is less. For the fitness with Mosetti’s model, it fluctuates at certain points 389 
while the whole trend of variation is same to that of Chen’s model. Unlike the trend of fitness 390 
value variation exhibiting the pattern of fall and rise, the wind farm efficiency monotonously 391 
decreases as the number of turbines increases, which is easily understood since more wind 392 
turbines means more wake interactions and results in more wake losses. When the number of 393 
turbines is small as for Chen’s model, the wind farm efficiency is much higher than Mosetti’s 394 
model and can be up to 100% under constant wind conditions. For Weibull distribution, the 395 
same trend of wind farm efficiency variation occurs, which monotonously decreases. 396 
However, the fitness results with both models have big fluctuation for a wide range of 397 
number of turbines.   For all wind conditions, the optimization with Chen’s model has larger 398 
fitness values and larger wind farm efficiency than that of Mosetti’s model.  399 
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400 
Fig. 9 Optimization results of fitness value and wind farm efficiency 401 
constant wind conditions with (a) Mosetti’s cost model and (b) Chen’s cost model402 
403 
Fig. 10 Optimization results of fitness value and wind farm efficiency 404 
under Weibull distribution with (a) Mosetti’s cost model and (b) Chen’s cost model405 
 
as a function of the number of turbines
 
 
as a function of the variable number of 
 
 under 
turbines 
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The optimal wind farm layouts are depicted 406 
indicating wind turbines. As can be seen407 
cost models are totally different in all wind 408 
condition, the wind turbines are crowded against one another on 409 
are normal to the wind direction. It410 
wind turbines with this distribution 411 
However, the wind turbines for the Chen’s model are412 
long as they do not affect each other 413 
the turbines are scattered along the four sides of the wi414 
pattern is irregular for Chen’s model415 
spread all over the wind farm in a staggered manner 416 
of smaller number of turbines for Chen’417 
on both sides of the wind farm parallel to the wind direction with five on each side, 418 
another wind turbine is located near to419 
420 
Fig. 11 Comparison of the optimal wind farm layouts with Mosetti’s 421 
for different grid densities: (a) 10 × 10 grids, (b) 422 
in Fig. 11 with the circle symbol 
 from the figure, the optimal layouts with 
conditions. For Mosetti’s model under 0° 
both sides of wind farm 
 ensures to have the longest distance between affected 
and hence the least wake interference is achieved
 distributed randomly along each row as 
which are on adjacent rows. Under 45° wind condition, 
nd farm for Mosetti’s model while the 
. Under Weibull distribution, the wind turbines are 
for Mosetti’s model. And the distribution 
s model is quite simple. Ten wind turbines are located 
 the centre point.  
 
cost model (left) and Chen’s cost model (right)
20 × 20 grids and (c) 50 × 50 grids 
the two 
wind 
that 
. 
which 
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4.5 Comparison of the wind farm optimization with different design methods 423 
Finally, the effectiveness of the wind farm optimization using the grid based method 424 
and unrestricted coordinate method is compared in this section, to shed light on the pros and 425 
cons of the two different wind farm design methods.  426 
The wind farm optimization results, which are the fitness value, number of turbines 427 
and wind farm efficiency obtained by the grid based method and unrestricted method are 428 
tabulated quantitatively in Table 6 and Table 7 for Mosetti’s and Chen’s cost model, 429 
respectively. And the results of grid based method are chosen to be the best results among the 430 
three different grid density conditions. For Mosetti’s model with larger number of turbines, 431 
the fitness values have large improvement using the unrestricted coordinate method, which 432 
are 2%, 1.5% and 1.6% for the three wind conditions, respectively. Along with the 433 
improvement of fitness values, the wind farm efficiency increases as well. For Chen’s model, 434 
the negligible variation of fitness has been detected for all three tested wind conditions. The 435 
wind farm efficiency is basically unchanged and close to 100%. For the number of turbines, it 436 
can be found that the difference between these two methods is not significant, 2 to 4 more 437 
turbines are obtained by the unrestricted coordinate method than the grid based method 438 
depending on the wind conditions. 439 
Table 6 Optimization results with the two different wind farm design methods under Mosetti’s cost model, where f, n, 440 
and η represents fitness value, number of turbines and wind farm efficiency, respectively (same for below table) 441 
Design 
methods 
0 degree 
 
45 degree 
 
Weibull distribution 
f n η  f n η  f n η 
Grid based  
1.393  
× 10-3 
42 94.4% 
 
1.362  
× 10-3 
42 96.6% 
 
3.415  
× 10-3 
43 92.1% 
Unrestricted 
coordinate  
1.365  
× 10-3 
45 95.6% 
 
1.341  
× 10-3 
44 98.4% 
 
3.362  
× 10-3 
47 92.7% 
Table 7 Optimization results with the two different wind farm design methods under Chen’s cost model 442 
Design 
methods 
0 degree 
 
45 degree 
 
Weibull distribution 
f n η  f n η  f n η 
Grid based  
1.73  
× 10-3 
20 100% 
 
1.728  
× 10-3 
25 100% 
 
4.195  
× 10-3 
9 99.6% 
Unrestricted 
coordinate  
1.729  
× 10-3 
22 100% 
 
1.727  
× 10-3 
27 99.9% 
 
4.19  
× 10-3 
11 99.5% 
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With the purpose of comparing the two different wind farm design methods more 443 
systematically, computer consuming time for the wind farm optimization with the two cost 444 
models is plotted in Fig. 12. Note that the data for the unrestricted coordinate method is the 445 
accumulated values for all calculated number of turbines with several runs, while it is just 446 
only once for the grid based method since it can obtain both the optimal layout and number of 447 
turbines with a single run. For the constant wind conditions with Chen’s model, the grid 448 
based method and unrestricted coordinate method have close computational time. For the 449 
constant wind condition with Mosetti’s model, however, it is found that the unrestricted 450 
coordinate method costs much more time since it has much larger number of turbines. For the 451 
Weibull distribution, it consumes more time in general compared with the constant wind 452 
condition because it considers all different wind speeds and wind directions in the realistic 453 
wind condition. It is also found that the unrestricted coordinate method using Mosetti’s cost 454 
model is computationally much more expensive than the same method with Chen’s model. 455 
Based on the above discussion, it can be concluded that the computational time for the 456 
unrestricted coordinate method is dependent on the number of turbines optimized, which can 457 
be much more than the counterpart method when the number is big.  458 
 459 
Fig. 12 Computational time for the optimization with different cost models and different design methods: grids and 460 
coords are representing the grid based method and the unrestricted coordinate method respectively  461 
5. Conclusions 462 
In this paper, the wind farm layout optimization with the grid based method and 463 
unrestricted coordinate method are presented. In order to compare the performance of the two 464 
methods more objectively, different grid densities, i.e., 10 × 10, 20 × 20 and 50 × 50 are 465 
studied so that the best optimization results for the grid based method are obtained. 466 
Meanwhile, both Mosetti’s cost model and Chen’s cost model are employed for the 467 
optimization using these two design methods to study the sensitivity of wind farm layout 468 
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optimization to the cost models. In all studies, three different wind scenarios are tested, i.e., 469 
0° constant wind direction, 45° constant wind direction and the realistic Weibull distribution. 470 
Based on the comparative study by using different wind farm design methods and cost 471 
models, three general conclusions are made: (i) grid densities of 20 × 20 should be applied 472 
for the optimization using the grid based method, since much better optimization results can 473 
be obtained while the computational cost increase is acceptable; (ii) the optimization results 474 
are highly dependent on the selection of the wind farm cost models. Mosetti's cost model is 475 
more accurate than Chen's cost model when the number of turbines is large and vise versa, 476 
(iii) there is a small improvement for the layout optimization results using the unrestricted 477 
coordinate method compared with using the grid based method, along with a small variation 478 
of the optimal number of turbines and the wind farm efficiency.  479 
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